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Chapter 1211 He Felt Poor! 

“What?!” 

“Dark apparition invasion!” 

The people in the room exclaimed in shock. 

Wang Teng blinked. He asked General Cameron, “What’s the situation?” 

“We’re lucky you reminded us in time. I sent people to strengthen the defense, so the situation is still 

under control,” General Cameron said. 

“What’s going on? Why did the dark apparitions suddenly attack us?” Veblen frowned. 

The other people looked at General Cameron, hoping to get an answer from him. 

“Wang Teng, explain to them. I need to make arrangements.” General Cameron waved his hands and 

strode out of the room. 

Everyone’s gaze landed on Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng had no choice but to briefly tell them about the devil ovum. 

He didn’t tell them about the Devil Soundwave ability. This was his trump card. He just said that the 

devil ovum tried to send messages out using a special method and he accidentally discovered it. 

If not, people would get suspicious. 

After all, it would be hard to explain why he knew such a secretive technique. 

“Special method.” Veblen didn’t doubt him. He pondered and said, “Dark apparitions have many strange 

and extraordinary techniques. It’s unfortunate that you killed it. I wonder if I could have gotten anything 

from studying it.” 

He felt pity, but it couldn’t be avoided. 

He knew how dangerous the devil ovum was. Thus, he felt that Wang Teng did the right thing by killing it 

immediately. It wasn’t inappropriate. 

“If there’s nothing, I’ll leave first. More manpower will be needed on the frontline. I’ll see if I can help,” 

Wang Teng said. 

“Go ahead. Wars are meant for young people. Just don’t die.” Veblen waved his hand. 

“Don’t worry. I will live longer than you.” Wang Teng smiled as he walked out. 

Veblen rolled his eyes in anger. 

Worry flashed past Moira’s eyes as she watched him leave. She remained quiet though. 

She felt that she had no right to say anything. 



She had only met Wang Teng recently. They weren’t even friends. 

That was what she thought. 

Wang Teng walked out of the building where Veblen’s laboratory was. Suddenly, he heard someone 

shouting his name behind him. 

“Wang Teng, wait for me. I’ll go with you.” 

A figure dashed over. It was Di Qi. 

“Why are you here?” Wang Teng frowned. “You haven’t recovered yet. You should rest.” 

“I feel fine. My body is recovering well. I won’t have a problem killing the low-rank dark apparitions.” Di 

Qi patted his chest and smiled. “I heard that you accumulated many military contributions. I can’t lag 

behind.” 

Wang Teng stared at him speechlessly. 

Is this the time to care about military contributions? 

Why is this guy so competitive? 

He knew that he couldn’t convince Di Qi, so he stopped persuading him. 

“I made this healing pill. Eat it. It will help with your recovery.” Wang Teng took out a healing pill and 

threw it at Di Qi. 

He made it personally before he came to the defense planet. 

The defense planet was a dangerous place. He prepared more resources for emergencies. 

Especially healing medications. The more, the better. If he was injured, he could swallow a few 

grandmaster-level pills. No matter how serious his injury was, it would be healed. 

However, Wang Teng was too powerful, so he didn’t need them. Di Qi managed to snatch the benefits. 

This was his first. 

His precious first time was given to Di Qi. He must be responsible for it. 

Di Qi’s eyes lit up. He knew that Wang Teng was a grandmaster alchemist, so his healing medicines must 

be amazing. 

“Grandmaster-level healing pill!” 

However, Di Qi was still stunned when he saw the healing medicine. 

This was a grandmaster-level healing medicine! 

Wang Teng threw it at him casually, so he thought that it would be a master-level pill. He didn’t expect it 

to be a grandmaster-level one. 

Oh my god! 



He felt how rich Wang Teng was. 

Since he could throw out a grandmaster-level pill casually without any concern, it meant that he had 

many better ones. This guy was loaded. 

“Eat it. Why are you daydreaming?” Wang Teng urged him. 

Di Qi consumed the pill and immediately felt a refreshing stream flowing through his body. All the pores 

on his body opened, and his body functions started recovering quickly. The feeling was amazing. 

A grandmaster-level pill was indeed extraordinary. 

He might be a direct descendant of the Cavendish family, but he couldn’t use a grandmaster-level pill 

whenever he wanted to. 

He felt poor. 

“Good brother, can I stick to you from now on?” Di Qi bootlicked Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng: … 

Why does a man want to stick to him? 

Hmph, shameless. 

At that moment, General Cameron released the missions. Wang Teng was to reinforce the third 

frontline. 

Multiple frontlines on the No. 29 Defense Planet were attacked by the dark apparitions. The third 

frontline’s situation was the worst. 

That was why General Cameron hoped that he could head there. 

He wasn’t the only one. Other martial warriors were rushing there too. 

“The third frontline!” Wang Teng blinked. 

He had been to the third frontline once. That was where he got the devil ovum. 

If his guess was right, the devil ovum managed to get its message out. That was why the dark apparitions 

launched this invasion. 

They wanted to snatch the devil ovum back. 

Wang Teng smirked. 

What would the dark apparition think if they knew that he had destroyed the devil ovum? 

Wang Teng notified his teammates and came to the field with Di Qi. 

Peggy and the others had finished their preparations and were waiting for Wang Teng’s arrival. They 

boarded the battlecraft without wasting a second. 

This time, they didn’t take the Eagle Seven. They took the Eagle Thirteen battlecraft instead. 



The Eagle Thirteen was a combat battlecraft only activated during special times. 

The engine roared, and the battlecraft soared into the sky, disappearing into the horizon. 

The third frontline was a few hundred kilometers away from the main base. It took more than three 

hours on the Eagle Seven, but this time, they got there in less than half an hour. 

The moment they arrived, Wang Teng saw the dense patch of dark apparitions outside the defense line. 

Some were tackling the defense walls on the ground while others were attacking in the sky. It was a 

chaotic scene. 

The Great Qian Empire had sent out a large number of martial warriors. Heavy Force weapons were 

erected on the defense walls. They hurled attacks at the dark apparitions outside. 

Terrifying Force explosions occurred on the battlefield. Countless dark apparitions and martial warriors 

were blown apart, leaving nothing behind. 

Battle cries shot through the sky while broken arms and limbs carpeted the ground. The scene was 

gruesome and bloody. A tragic atmosphere hung over the frontline. 

Chapter 1212 Act! (1) 

Tragic cries filled the skies and struck everyone’s ears and even their nerves. 

Not everyone could withstand such a mental shock. 

Peggy and the others had been through many battles and were accustomed to such scenes. They only 

had solemn expressions. 

From the looks of it, it seemed that this was not an easy battle! 

There were too many dark apparitions, and their numbers were estimated to be at least 150,000. They 

constantly surfaced from the horizon like a black wave. 

Even martial warriors like them who had been active on the battlefields all year round rarely saw such a 

scene. 

The Eagle Thirteen battlecraft slowly descended. Wang Teng and the others walked down from the 

battlecraft and entered the third frontline defense base. 

The commander here was General Darte, an old acquaintance. Because of the previous mission, General 

Darte personally came to greet him when Wang Teng arrived. 

“Major Wang Teng, I didn’t expect you to come here as well.” General Darte was standing behind the 

defense wall. He was surprised when he saw Wang Teng and the others coming from afar. 

General Darte was one of the few people who knew that Wang Teng could deal with the devil ovum. It 

meant that he would definitely have more ways to counter dark apparitions. 

In his opinion, Wang Teng’s team was equivalent to a dozen teams of the same level. 

“General Darte!” Wang Teng saluted him and went straight to the topic. “What’s the situation?” 



“Our martial warriors have been fighting fiercely for almost an hour and have eliminated around 20,000 

low-rank dark apparitions. But as you can see, low-rank dark apparitions are constantly coming from the 

rear. The situation is not optimistic.” General Darte shook his head and gritted his teeth. “What’s wrong 

with these dark apparitions? They are suddenly sending so many low-rank dark apparitions to whittle us 

down.” 

Wang Teng was no stranger to the tactics of the dark apparitions. 

The dark apparitions’ favorite trick was to send low-rank dark apparitions as their first wave of attack 

and to chip away at their enemies’ forces and combat power. Afterward, the high-rank dark apparitions 

would launch their attack. 

To put it bluntly, the low-rank dark apparitions were just cannon fodder. They were walking corpses that 

had no intelligence and originated from the dead souls of the light faction. It didn’t matter if they were 

dead… 

No! 

They were already dead and were just empty shells manipulated by darkness. 

This was the most disgusting thing about dark apparitions—violating people’s corpses! 

Wang Teng looked at the dark apparitions outside of the defense wall and was stunned. 

Did General Darte have some misunderstanding about low-rank dark apparitions? 

How were these low-rank dark apparitions? They were at least 10-star to 13-star planetary disciples, 

which were equivalent to Earth’s 10-star to 13-star general-stage martial warriors. There were even 

some planetary-stage dark apparitions. 

This power was enough to destroy Earth several hundred times. 

If such terrifying dark apparitions appeared on Earth back then, it would have been destroyed long ago. 

Fortunately, the space of Earth was unable to withstand the arrival of so many powerful dark 

apparitions. Once the load was exceeded, the first ones to be annihilated would be the dark apparitions. 

That was why Earth was able to barely survive for decades. 

“They are probably here for the devil ovum,” Wang Teng took a deep breath and answered General 

Darte’s doubts. 

“Devil ovum! No wonder.” General Darte was enlightened, but he frowned. “If so, I’m afraid they will 

not retreat easily.” 

“General, do you have any instructions for my team?” Wang Teng felt the severity of the situation and 

asked bluntly. 

“Don’t be in a hurry. Let’s wait for this wave of low-rank dark apparitions to end.” 

“Yes!” Wang Teng nodded and looked beyond the defense wall. 



At this moment, the dark apparitions outside were constantly charging at the defense wall. The runes on 

the defense wall had already been activated. A thick yellow earth-element barrier was blocking the 

assault. Ripples would spread out when the dark apparitions attacked. 

The heavy weapons could only bombard dark apparitions that were farther away. Those that reached 

the foot of the defense wall had to be dealt with by martial warriors. 

“Kill them!” 

“Kill them!” 

In the midst of the warcries, swathes of martial warriors rushed out of the wall and clashed with the 

dark apparitions. 

These martial warriors were not just attacking and blocking them randomly. They were all in orderly 

formations. 

The people in front held shields to block the dark apparitions’ attacks. It was troublesome to be injured 

by dark apparitions. Even a slight wound would present a threat of being infected. 

The martial warriors at the back kept stabbing with their spears, destroying the dark apparitions’ brains 

or hearts, sending these infected bodies to their deaths. 

Wang Teng was not unfamiliar with this formation. Such formations often existed in the ancient wars on 

Earth. 

Simple and crude yet effective. 

However, it wasn’t easy to form such a team made up of martial warriors who used spears and shields. 

There were not many martial warriors who wielded spears. 

Spears were difficult to use, and the longer the weapon, the harder it was to control it. Without certain 

talents, using a spear was simply suicide. 

On top of that, it was easy to have their flaws exposed, and they would be directly killed by the enemy. 

Wang Teng possessed imperial-level spear talent and understood this well. 

However, considering the universe’s population, it wasn’t that difficult to gather such a large number of 

spear-wielding martial warriors. 

After a few rounds of engagement, the battle formation started to retreat and another team went 

forward. 

  

Chapter 1213 Act! (2) 

The battle continued for an hour. No wonder General Darte said this was a fierce war. 

It was tough for martial warriors to fight ferociously like this. The exhaustion of Force was enough to put 

them in a dire situation. 



Dark apparitions had no senses, so they could attack continuously, but martial warriors couldn’t. 

If they didn’t replenish their stamina and Force in time, they wouldn’t be able to engage in a protracted 

war. 

That was why they took turns fighting their enemy. Before the first batch of martial warriors got 

exhausted, another one would replace them. 

The recovery speed of a martial warrior who exhausted half of his Forces and one who exhausted all of 

them was different. 

For the first scenario, the recovery speed was faster, giving them more time to deal with sudden 

circumstances on the battlefield. 

The battlefield was ever-changing. It would be lethal if the dark apparitions launched a full-fledged 

attack while the human martial warriors were greatly exhausted. 

As Wang Teng was observing the situation on the battlecraft, more battlecraft arrived at the third 

frontline. 

Besides Wang Teng’s team, the other martial warrior teams had also come to reinforce the third 

frontline. 

General Darte didn’t welcome them personally. Not everyone received special treatment like Wang 

Teng. They got distributed by the officers below and quickly went to their positions, defending certain 

parts of the wall and preparing for the full-blown assault. 

Time passed slowly. They resisted waves and waves of low-rank dark apparitions. The light faction 

accumulated many casualties. 

Explosions echoed on the battlefield. The dried ground was once again drenched in repulsive red and 

black blood. 

“Devil moth dark apparitions!” 

A shocking exclamation was heard on the battlefield. 

Everyone’s expressions changed. They looked up at the sky and saw a patch of black mist floating 

toward the wall. 

Hideous devil moth dark apparitions could be faintly seen within the black mist. 

They were the real high-rank dark apparitions. 

Some dark apparition races with names had high intelligence and innate talents. They were hard to deal 

with. 

General Darte’s expression changed. 

The dark apparition’s attack had officially started. 

“Wind-element martial warriors, prepare to blow the poisonous mist away. Prevent the devil moth dark 

apparitions from getting within 300 meters of the walls,” General Darte ordered loudly. 



Swoosh… 

Martial warriors flew up from behind the walls and soared toward the devil moth dark apparitions. 

Wang Teng stood behind. He stared into the sky and watched the imminent war. 

He wasn’t in a hurry to act. 

As the commander, General Darte had his arrangements. Acting recklessly would mess up his plan. 

The devil moth dark apparitions were now 500 meters away from them. Dark Venom Dust was 

scattered. The dark apparitions flapped their wings, and the dust swept toward the defense wall. 

The wind-element martial warriors hurriedly released their wind Force, creating a strong gust of wind. 

The Dark Venom Dust changed direction and shifted away from the martial warriors. 

The martial warriors behind the wall heaved sighs of relief. They would be in huge trouble if the Dark 

Venom Dust floated over. 

That would mean they got handicapped even before the war officially started. 

But before they could feel happy, some dark apparitions shot out from the crowd below and charged 

toward the wind-element martial warriors. 

“Oh shit!” 

“It’s the devil armor dark apparitions!” a wind-element martial warrior squinted and shouted. 

Hiss! Hiss! Hiss! 

Immediately after he shouted, a black glow erupted from a devil armor dark apparition. It formed a 

sharp dark blade and slashed toward the wind-element martial warriors. 

The martial warriors around them got flustered. These dark apparitions concealed themselves among 

the low-rank dark apparitions below, so they didn’t notice them. 

But there was no time to hesitate. They charged ahead and executed their techniques as they resisted 

the sharp dark blades. 

Ah! 

Ah! 

Cries of agony were everywhere. The attack was more powerful than expected. All the martial warriors 

who got hit were cut into two. 

Some wind-element martial warriors defended themselves, but it was useless in front of the blade 

attack. The majority of the wind-element martial warriors lost their lives. 

The remaining ones were lucky and managed to escape. They retreated furiously with pale faces. 

One of the devil armor dark apparitions was at the low-tier devil emperor. They had no chances against 

him. 



“Hahaha, trying to run? I’ve been waiting for you for a long time.” 

The low-tier devil emperor sneered and rushed toward the wind-element martial warriors, wanting to 

annihilate them. 

“Damn it!” 

General Darte was infuriated. However, everything happened in the blink of an eye, giving him no time 

to react. He couldn’t even send reinforcements. 

These wind-element martial warriors were extremely useful. They mustn’t be killed. 

Without them, there would be no one to curb the devil moth dark apparitions. The dark faction could 

invade them without any obstacle and threaten the martial warriors behind. 

The remaining wind-element martial warriors escaped frantically, dodging the attacks of the low-tier 

devil emperor. 

However, the other devil armor dark apparitions had surrounded them too. 

“Quick, stop them!” General Darte bellowed. 

The cosmos-stage martial warriors behind the wall rushed out. They couldn’t care about retaining 

strength. They dashed toward the devil armor dark apparitions and tried to block them. 

“Die!” 

Boom! 

The devil armor dark apparitions roared, and a frightening attack dawned on them. 

The cosmos-stage martial warriors were fast and could travel 500 meters within a few breaths, but their 

opponents were low-tier devil emperors. They weren’t any slower, so they wouldn’t give them any 

chance to stop them. 

“Damn it!” 

The remaining wind-element martial warriors made a huge decision. They released all the Forces in their 

bodies and prepared for their final struggle. 

General Darte clenched his fist tightly. He felt helpless. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh… 

Suddenly, shrill sonic booms resounded in the sky. 

Multiple rays of light cut through the air and shot toward the devil armor dark apparitions at an 

incredible speed. 

Arrows! 

Light arrows! 

These were numerous light arrows. They gave off a holy glow. 



Everyone widened their eyes in shock as they looked at the light arrows. Time seemed to have slowed 

down. 

No, that wasn’t right. 

Time didn’t slow down. Instead, the light arrows traveled at such a high seed that everything around it 

seemed to have slowed down. 

It gave them the illusion that time had stopped. 

What was unbelievable was, the light arrows vanished in mid-air as if they were never there. 

But soon, everyone noticed the change in the devil armor dark apparitions’ expressions. They gave up 

attacking the wind-element martial warriors and released their dark Force to form a defense shield in 

front. 

The space in front of them distorted, and the light arrows shot out. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

They slammed on the dark apparitions’ defense shields and exploded. 

The devil armor dark apparitions were thrown back by the powerful impact. They staggered before 

stabilizing themselves. 

The wind-element martial warriors finally managed to escape the devils’ clutches. They immediately 

retreated behind the wall. 

Everyone finally regained their senses. They looked in the direction where the light arrows came from. A 

figure stood tall and straight on the wall, holding a giant bow as high as him. 

This was the person who shot the light arrows. 

“He’s so powerful!” 

“What’s that?” 

“He looks young, but he managed to force the devil armor dark apparitions back. Where did this genius 

come from?” 

… 

The martial warriors around swallowed their saliva in shock. 

“Good!” General Darte was the first to react. He couldn’t hold back his excitement and shouted with a 

huge smile. 

  

Chapter 1214 Done? Then… It’s My Turn! (1) 

“Yes!” 



General Darte’s command brought everyone back to earth. They finally realized that this young man was 

wearing a major’s uniform. 

Such a young major. This must be a rare talent. 

It’s him! 

Some martial warriors recognized Wang Teng and were astounded. 

He had a conflict with Wendell a few days ago. Many people saw him then, so they were familiar with 

him. 

They thought that Wang Teng was just a newbie on the battlefield, but his actions changed their 

perspective. 

Those light arrows were impressive! 

He forced the devil armor dark apparitions back with a single attack and saved the wind-element martial 

warriors from death. 

Even normal cosmos-stage martial warriors weren’t capable of this. 

If they were right, those light arrows were created using light Force. This meant that Wang Teng was a 

rare light-element martial warrior. 

He was a rare breed! 

A light-element martial warrior was the natural enemy of dark apparitions. He might give them 

unexpected results. 

For instance, if he hadn’t acted just now, those wind-element martial warriors wouldn’t be able to come 

back. 

Everyone got motivated. 

Lu Binghong, who had interacted with Wang Teng before, was present too. He was one of the martial 

warriors who rushed out just now. 

He didn’t manage to save the wind-element martial warriors in time, but the “newbie” that Wendell 

mocked did. 

This wasn’t just an ability issue. The timing of his attack and speed was right on the money. A newbie 

with no experience couldn’t do this. 

Is Wendell blind? 

If this is a newbie, what are they? 

Wendell and a few other martial warriors stood at a corner of the defense wall. Their expressions were 

gloomy. 

“Shall we…” A martial warrior whispered with an indifferent expression. 



“Are you telling me to act in this situation?” Wendell reprimanded. He tried his best to suppress his 

anger. 

“We need to complete the task Sir assigned to us,” the martial warrior replied nonchalantly. 

This sentence was like a bucket of cold water pouring into Wendell’s heart. His face turned green. He 

took a deep breath before saying, “We’ll have our chances. There’s no need to hurry.” 

“You saw what happened just now. If we give him time to mature, we’ll have lesser opportunities to 

act,” the martial warrior said. 

Wendell didn’t know what to say. 

Roar! 

The devil armor dark apparitions who were thrown back roared in anger. They realized that they were 

fooled. 

The light arrows weren’t threatening. They only got scared because of the oppressive pressure and the 

nature of the attack. 

If they had ignored it and chased after the wind-element martial warriors, they wouldn’t be injured by 

the light arrows either. 

Wang Teng’s light Force was only at the second-level planetary stage. It wasn’t of any threat to low-tier 

devil emperors. 

However, he added some Strength of Ultima to it, so it contained great strength. 

At the same time, he executed his space power so that the dark apparitions couldn’t see through the 

real power behind the arrows. 

Besides, the entire attacking process was extremely short. The light arrows hid in space after they were 

fired and reappeared right in front of the dark apparitions. They had no time to think. 

Now, it was too late for them to react. The wind-element martial warriors were saved. 

“Human, how dare you trick me!” The low-tier devil emperor stared at Wang Teng with crimson eyes. 

To everyone’s astonishment, they were speaking in the common universal language. The dark 

apparitions were advancing with time. 

“You’re stupid. Why are you blaming me?” Wang Teng replied calmly. 

“Roar!” 

“Attack!” 

“Kill him!” 

The dark apparitions were infuriated. They immediately gave the order to attack. 

The dark apparitions behind gave a deafening roar that shook the earth. They flew up and crossed the 

low-rank dark apparitions in front, heading straight for the wall. 



The sky turned black. It was like a wave of locusts flying over, sending chills down everyone’s spine. 

“Oh my god, this is scary!” Wang Teng jumped down the wall and hid behind others. 

Everyone: … 

How did you get scared in a second when you were so fierce just now? 

The sudden change in attitude stunned everyone. 

Was this that talent who forced back the devil armor dark apparitions a moment ago? 

Did he change his identity? 

However, this wasn’t the time for them to think. Engaging the enemy forces immediately was of first 

priority! 

“Get ready for the attack!” General Darte charged into the sky and bellowed above the walls. 

Numerous powerful auras exploded behind them as martial warriors rose up from the ground. Balls of 

colorful Force shone brightly in the sky like small suns. 

Terrifying Force fluctuations swept over the sky. The morale of the martial warriors increased. 

Wang Teng flew into the sky with his team too. He said sternly, “Stay within 300 meters from me.” 

“Yes!” Peggy and the others replied quickly. 

Di Qi nodded too. He hadn’t healed completely, so staying beside Wang Teng was safer. He knew this 

clearly. 

Chapter 1215 Done? Then… It’s My Turn! (2) 

“Kill them!” General Darte gave his order. Countless martial warriors turned into rays of light and shot 

toward the dark apparitions. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Explosions echoed above the battlefield at the outbreak of war. 

The devil moth dark apparitions afar continued releasing the Dark Venom Dust until it covered the 

entire battlefield. 

Only a small portion of the wind-element martial warriors was left. They didn’t need any orders and 

quickly released their wind Force to form strong gales, blowing the Dark Venom Dust away. 

Unfortunately, the ambush from the devil armor dark apparition had crippled their team. They couldn’t 

withstand the large devil moth dark apparitions team. 

“Kill the devil moth dark apparitions!” 

“Quick, stop them from releasing the dust!” General Darte noticed what was happening and shouted 

with an agitated expression. 



More than ten martial warriors shot out from the dark apparitions’ encirclement and charged toward 

the devil moth dark apparitions at the highest point. 

But high-rank dark apparitions were smart too. They wouldn’t allow the martial warriors to kill the devil 

moth dark apparitions. Numerous vampire dark apparitions flew out and stopped the martial warriors. 

Boom! 

As the two parties collided, different colors of Force glows slammed into the black glows. Terrifying 

Force impact swept out. 

There were devil kings and low-tier devil emperors among the vampire dark apparitions. 

Vampire dark apparitions of these levels were extremely powerful. They flapped their wings, turning 

them into crimson blades with black patterns. The attacking power was astonishing. 

Their recovery ability was impressive too. Wounds caused by normal attacks would heal quickly after 

landing on their bodies. 

The human martial warriors furrowed their brows when they saw this scene. They could only release all 

their skills and attack frantically. 

But they couldn’t do anything to these vampire dark apparitions. 

“Ah!” 

Some martial warriors were already poisoned by the Dark Venom Dust. 

The Dark Venom Dust would corrode their Force and invade the body through their pores, destroying 

their Forces and vitality. 

Black patterns appeared on the faces of those contaminated. They gradually lost consciousness and 

turned into zombies. 

Roar! 

A savage and agonizing cry came from their throat. Their limbs were twisted at unimaginable angles. 

They had been contaminated with dark Force! 

Roar! 

They suddenly pounced on their companions. Their comrades had now turned into their enemies. 

This was a natural instinct. After becoming slaves of darkness, they wouldn’t attack dark apparitions. 

They would only assault those in the light faction. 

General Darte fumed when he saw this. His eyes almost popped out of their sockets in anger. 

He wanted to act personally, but there was a powerful presence behind the dark apparitions. The aura it 

released stopped him from moving. 

If he acted, the powerful dark apparition behind would also take action, aggravating the battle situation. 



That was why General Darte could only wait for this equilibrium to break. 

Some distance away, Wang Teng and his team were also slashing the dark apparitions. They were like a 

sharp blade sweeping through the dark apparitions. Large numbers of dark apparitions were annihilated 

wherever they went. 

Wang Teng released his spiritual power and created a region around him. This wasn’t a domain. It was 

just a way to use his spiritual power. 

An invisible force crept out silently toward the dark apparitions like invisible tentacles. 

Crowd Control! 

This was a large-scale attack Wang Teng came up with based on his past battle experiences. It was very 

useful. 

This method wasn’t used to kill the dark apparitions. That would be difficult. However, it was easy for 

him to affect their movement. 

Wang Teng’s spiritual power surged out. Many dark apparitions suddenly couldn’t move for a second. 

“???” 

Roar! 

The dark apparitions were confused. They struggled in anger. 

The tentacles of spiritual power holding them back broke. 

But… 

This split second of hesitance was enough to change the outcome. Peggy and the others had ample 

experience on the battlefield, so they quickly reacted after a moment of daze. They took the chance to 

kill the dark apparitions. 

A familiar scene and a familiar way of killing the dark apparitions. 

Wang Teng couldn’t help but remember the war with the dark apparitions on Earth. 

They were vastly similar! 

The dark apparitions here were powerful, but Wang Teng’s spiritual power was much stronger than 

before. 

His spiritual power was at the peak of the celestial realm, and it was extremely pure. Adding the 

Devouring Nihility Beast, one could only use terrifying to describe him. 

Dealing with devil kings and below was a piece of cake. 

This was the first time Peggy and the others felt that a war could be so… relaxed! 

Yes, relaxed! 

In the past, they had to put in all their effort to kill a high-rank dark apparition at the same level as them. 



But now, all they had to do was to grab the moment and slay the dark apparitions. 

They wielded their weapons smoothly. 

They raised their hands and slashed from the right to the left, killing all the dark apparitions around 

them. 

The dark apparitions fell before them one by one. 

The feeling was amazing! 

Peggy and the others were delighted and shocked. They glanced at Wang Teng. They sensed the familiar 

spiritual power, so they knew that he was the one creating chances for them 

Chapter 1216 Done? Then… It’s My Turn! (3) 

Their astonishment couldn’t be described in words. They had no idea that Wang Teng possessed such a 

powerful ability. 

He was able to control dark apparitions within such a wide range. How strong was his spiritual power? 

They couldn’t imagine it. 

Wang Teng controlled the scene while looking at the devil moth dark apparitions. He frowned. 

The martial warriors hadn’t killed the devil moth dark apparitions yet. More and more Dark Venom Dust 

was being released and scattered over the battlefield. It was affecting the martial warriors greatly. 

He blinked and contemplated for some time. Then, he released his spiritual power and picked up the 

attribute bubbles scattered around him. 

Especially the attribute bubbles dropped after the wind element martial warriors died. These were 

exceptionally important to him. 

He needed to raise his wind Force so as to give the dark apparitions a good one. 

Constellation Force (Wind)*1500 

Constellation Force (Wind)*2000 

Imperial-Level Wind Talent*800 

Constellation Force (Wind)*2200 

Constellation Force (Wind)*1800 

Dragon Wing Tornado*600 

Wind Tornado Scripture*1500 

… 

This was a huge harvest of the wind attribute for Wang Teng. All kinds of wind attribute bubbles merged 

into his body. 



There were Forces, talents, scriptures, and battle techniques! 

Boom! 

The vast amount of wind Force entered Wang Teng’s body and started flowing around his limbs. Finally, 

it swarmed into the nine wind constellations above the sea of nihility. 

The nine wind constellations meant that Wang Teng was at the ninth level of the planetary stage. Now, 

as more Force surged in, there was a violent vibration. The nine wind constellations collided toward the 

center. 

Soon, the nine constellations gathered into a large wind-element celestial body. As it rose gradually, a 

strange vitality ran through Wang Teng’s body. 

This was a jump in his quality of life! 

Wang Teng’s wind Force finally reached the celestial stage. His life was transformed, and he became 

even more powerful. 

Constellation Wind Force: 1600/10000 (celestial stage first level) 

Wang Teng’s wind talent had reached the divine level, so the imperial-level talent was useless. 

However, the Wind Tornado Scripture and the Dragon Wing Tornado were important. 

Wind Tornado Scripture: 500/3000 (well-versed) 

Dragon Wing Tornado: 600/1000 (foundation) 

Dragon Wing Tornado! You came at the right time! Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. The execution method of 

the Dragon Wing Tornado appeared in his mind. 

Using this battle technique, he could create a powerful tornado that was strong enough to sweep 

through the battlefield. It was just the thing to deal with the Dark Venom Dust. 

Unfortunately, I’m only at the foundation level. 

Wang Teng glanced at his attributes panel and hesitated. He was caught in a dilemma. 

He had used all his blank attributes to raise his alchemy level, so there wasn’t any left for Dragon Wing 

Tornado. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a loud explosion was heard from afar. 

Wang Teng turned involuntarily and saw a martial warrior self-exploding after getting poisoned by the 

dust. He chose to destroy himself before he turned into a dark apparition. 

This was a huge stimulation to the martial warriors around him. 

Martial warriors rarely committed suicide. If they did, it meant that they had no other choices. 

No one expected the Dark Venom Dust to force the martial warriors to such a tight corner. 



“Kill them!” 

The martial warrior’s self-destruction infuriated the others. Their resistance reached a new fervor, and 

they started slashing the dark apparitions without caring about themselves. 

Wang Teng’s face turned cold. He stopped thinking too much and executed the Dragon Wing Tornado. 

He just needed a little more time to execute it. It shouldn’t affect anything. 

However, he didn’t give up his Crowd Control. He was able to multitask, so he continued releasing his 

spiritual power while executing the Dragon Wing Tornado. It didn’t hinder anything. 

The next instant, Wang Teng shot high into the sky. He needed an empty space to execute his wind-

element technique. 

Then, he activated his wind Force based on the execution method of the Dragon Wing Tornado. 

In an instant, a gale started blowing around Wang Teng. 

The wind started small but quickly turned violent. It spun around Wang Teng. 

Swoosh… 

The gale transformed a tornado at a visible speed. It circled at high speed with Wang Teng in the center. 

Many people got attracted and looked over. 

“This is…” General Darte was stunned before smiling. 

Major Wang Teng always gave him huge surprises. He came up with a solution when they couldn’t deal 

with the Devil Moth Race. 

Looking at the intensity of the wind Force, he could blow the majority of the Dark Venom Dust away. 

Also, the skill was still in activation. It hadn’t formed entirely. It would only be stronger after it was 

completely executed. 

“Soldiers, hold on! 

“Major Wang Teng is executing a wind-element technique. It will blow the Dark Venom Dust away!” 

General Darte shouted to invigorate his soldiers. 

“Hmph!” The low-tier devil emperor from the Devil Armor Race snorted. He clutched his giant ax and 

threw it out. The frightening dark ax glow threw the two cosmos-stage martial warriors out, creating an 

opening. He charged toward Wang Teng. 

“Kill him!” His voice was cold and filled with killing intent. 

Numerous dark apparitions broke free and flew toward Wang Teng. 

Chapter 1217 If You’re Done… It’s My Turn! (4) 

(╬ ̄皿 ̄ 

Wang Teng felt like cursing. 



He believed that the dark apparitions placed their attention on him because of General Darte’s shout. 

Why can’t you let me execute my battle technique fully before shouting? 

Look, you have increased the difficulty for me for nothing! 

Of course, he knew that the dark apparitions would notice him once the battle technique became 

stronger, but he still felt irritated. 

“Stop them!” General Darte shouted with a change in his expression. 

Actually, he didn’t need to speak. All the martial warriors who saw the scene zoomed over to stop the 

dark apparitions. 

They couldn’t execute their full potential because of the poisonous dust, making them frustrated. 

Wang Teng was their only hope. 

They wouldn’t allow the dark apparitions to destroy their hope. 

Wang Teng heaved a sigh of relief. 

Good, good! 

The other martial warriors weren’t as irritating as General Darte. 

He didn’t dare to let down his guard and sped up the execution of the Dragon Wing Tornado. It would be 

troublesome if a few dark apparitions came to disturb him. 

Actually, the intensity of the Dragon Wing Tornado was enough to sweep through a sizable area. 

However, Wang Teng wanted to blow all the Dark Venom Dust on the battlefield away. He still needed 

to expand the tornado a few times. 

He continued. 

Swoosh… 

The gale became increasingly violent. The tornado circled all the way into the air, linking heaven and 

earth. The clouds in the sky and the sand below flew into the tornado. It was a magnificent scene. 

The martial warriors and dark apparitions around the tornado had retreated. They didn’t care to get 

close to it. 

They felt terrifying energy from the tornado. If they were swept inside, they would be chopped into 

pieces. 

The low-tier devil emperor roared. He forcefully broke free from the martial warriors’ blockage and 

came a hundred meters away from Wang Teng. He wielded his black battleax and chopped it down in 

Wang Teng’s direction. 

“Be careful!” General Darte warned. 

Unfortunately, no one could stop this ax glow. 



This wasn’t the result everyone expected. They were about to succeed. Would they fail at the last step? 

They stared at the dark black ax glow hurling toward Wang Teng, but they couldn’t do anything. Many 

martial warriors screamed due to the sense of helplessness. 

“Die!” The devil armor dark apparition sneered. 

“Move!” 

A sharp glint shot out of Wang Teng’s eyes. A sword appeared in his hand, and he slashed it down. 

The Godslayer Sword Scripture! 

Slaying God! 

A dazzling sword glow emerged. Sword aura erupted and swept through the sky. The sword glow and 

the black ax glow crashed amid a loud explosion. 

Boom! 

The deafening explosion seemed to have caused a standstill in time. 

The sword glow and the black ax glow shattered simultaneously. 

“How’s this possible?” The devil armor dark apparition was in disbelief. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

Everyone was flabbergasted. They stared at the sky in a daze. 

Wang Teng was just a celestial-stage martial warrior. How could he block the attack of a low-tier devil 

emperor? 

This didn’t make sense. 

Peggy and the others heaved a sigh of relief. They knew that Wang Teng was powerful, but they still felt 

nervous about him. After seeing how Wang Teng blocked the dark apparition’s attack, they finally 

understood that their worry was useless. 

Wang Teng didn’t execute his full potential and resisted the low-tier devil emperor’s attack in his haste. 

This meant that he was more powerful than normal cosmos-stage martial warriors. 

What was his limit? 

Although they were curious, they wouldn’t know the answer. 

“When did he become so strong?” Di Qi muttered to himself. He couldn’t calm down. 

He was the direct descendant of the Cavendish family, someone with a high talent and superior family 

background. He was always better than others, but he lost to Wang Teng. 

He only experienced this feeling of failure in front of a few true geniuses of the empire. 

Those geniuses… 

Di Qi looked at Wang Teng’s back. He could imagine him standing beside those talents. 



He shook his head. The astonishment in his eyes was apparent, and his expression was complex. 

On the other side, General Darte heaved a sigh of relief. Bewilderment appeared in his eyes too. 

Wang Teng’s capabilities exceeded his expectations. 

He withstood a low-tier devil emperor’s attack with his celestial-stage ability. No wonder he could steal 

the devil ovum the previous time. 

He didn’t witness the fight between Wang Teng and the dark apparition at that time and only knew he 

had a domain. 

But this time, he saw the fight personally. 

Wang Teng made it look simple. 

He remembered how Wang Teng badly tormented the two devil armor dark apparitions who guarded 

the devil ovum. 

Wang Teng stood tall and straight in the sky with a terrifying tornado swirling around him. He stared 

emotionlessly at the devil armor dark apparition in front. His voice floated out slowly. “Are you done?” 

The devil armor dark apparition’s heart pounded. He had a bad feeling. 

“If you’re done… it’s my turn!” Wang Teng didn’t give him any reaction time. He pushed his hands 

forward. 

Boom! 

The terrifying tornado moved forward with an earth-trembling bang. 

The devil armor dark apparition howled in anger while retreating unconsciously. 

However, he couldn’t be faster than the wind. The humongous tornado swept the devil armor dark 

apparition in. 

The devil armor dark apparition struggled frantically, trying to break free from the tornado. 

A frightening suction force exploded and dragged him back, forcefully pulling him into the tornado. 

The devil armor dark apparition spun uncontrollably. Cracks started to appear on its tough armor. 

Crack… 

The next instant, the devil armor burst apart and turned into numerous broken pieces. They floated in 

the tornado. 

A scream of pain was heard, but it was quickly swallowed by the tornado. 

Then, the tornado swept through the battlefield with unstoppable momentum. Under Wang Teng’s 

control, the Dark Venom Dust in the air got sucked in… 

Chapter 1218 Run… Hurry Up And Run! (1) 



On the battlefield, a tornado that was almost eight thousand meters tall barged forward. It was like an 

unstoppable giant. 

A violent suction force erupted, and the surrounding Dark Venom Dust was pulled into the tornado as it 

merged with it. 

The originally green tornado turned jet black at a speed visible to the naked eye. It was extremely 

depressing and terrifying. 

The martial warriors from the military had already retreated. They didn’t dare to approach it. 

They could still vividly remember the scene when the low-tier devil emperor was pulled into it. The 

thought of it made them shudder in fear. 

Only the low-tier dark apparitions didn’t know how to dodge it. They were instantly sucked into the 

tornado and ground into pieces. 

Under Wang Teng’s control, the tornado swept toward the dark apparitions with higher intelligence who 

were escaping, taking the opportunity to kill them. 

He finally executed his big move and couldn’t just let them go like this. 

Of course, the devil moth dark apparitions were the most important. They were the source. If not 

eliminated, it wouldn’t matter how much Dark Venom Dust was siphoned away. It would still be 

released continuously. 

Boom! 

The tornado swept toward the devil moth dark apparitions. 

The devil moth dark apparitions scattered away like mice and didn’t dare to stop at all. They flapped 

their wings and fled in panic. They looked pitiful. 

The devil moth dark apparitions weren’t slow. With their lives being threatened, they naturally ran at 

their fastest. 

A group of devil moth dark apparitions flew away into the distance. 

But the tornado was swift as well. As it swept toward them, a powerful suction force pulled the slower 

devil moth dark apparitions into it. They were crushed into bits before they could even let out any noise. 

The martial warriors from the Great Qian Empire’s military were overjoyed when they saw the scene. 

Good! 

Hell yeah, kill all those devil moth dark apparitions! 

On the other hand, the wind-element martial warriors exchanged glances. They found this technique a 

bit familiar. Now that it was fully formed, they were finally able to confirm it. 

It was clearly the famous Dragon Wing Tornado that their late comrade possessed! 

It was exactly the same! 



It was just that this tornado was much more horrifying than the deceased martial warrior’s. 

Their comrade had used it a few times, and the tornado was at most two thousand meters tall. 

However, the one in front of them was at least eight thousand meters. 

It was completely different. 

Could it be that Major Wang Teng learned Dragon Wing Tornado as well? And he learned it earlier. The 

wind-element martial warriors muttered in their hearts. 

They didn’t know that Wang Teng had learned this technique by obtaining attribute bubbles from their 

deceased comrade. 

Although he was only at the foundation stage, his wind talent had reached the divine level. That was 

why the Dragon Wing Tornado was so enormous, which misled others into thinking that he had 

mastered the technique earlier than the dead martial warrior. 

It was all a misunderstanding! 

“Human, how dare you!” 

A roar erupted from the back of the dark apparitions. 

A powerful aura surged, and a huge black claw condensed in the sky as it headed for the tornado. 

The black claw was immense, and it made the tornado seem like it had shrunk countless times. If it was 

caught, it would disappear immediately. 

Wang Teng’s expression changed. He tried to avoid the black claw but realized that he could do nothing 

about it. 

The claw was extremely fast and covered a huge area. The tornado couldn’t evade it at all. 

“Hmph!” 

A scoff came from behind. 

Boom! 

A similarly powerful aura rose along with a roar. A huge sword glow then slashed across and collided 

with the black claw. 

An explosion followed. 

The sword glow erupted when it collided with the black claw. It then destroyed the black claw and 

slashed toward the back of the dark apparitions. 

A black figure appeared in front of the sword glow and roared. 

Boom! 

The black figure swung his giant ax, and a black Force glow burst out, clashing against the incoming 

sword glow. 



The imaginary explosion didn’t happen. Only a chipping sound was heard before the sword glow was 

destroyed. 

It showed how powerful the person was. That blow had overwhelming power. 

Wang Teng stood in mid-air and glanced at the black figure. His pupils shrank slightly. 

This was a colossal dark apparition from the Devil Armor Race. He was ten meters tall, and the devil 

armor was wrapping his strong and sturdy body. Surrounded by a thick devilish aura, he just stood there 

like a terrifying demon god. 

Devil emperor! 

Mid-tier devil emperor! 

Wang Teng could tell at a glance that the other party was a mid-tier devil emperor, which was 

equivalent to a heaven-stage martial warrior. 

And by the looks of it, he was much more powerful than any other heaven-stage martial warrior that he 

had encountered. 

This was the first time that Wang Teng had seen such a powerful dark apparition. 

“Darte!” The mid-tier devil emperor glanced at Wang Teng and then directed his gaze to General Darte 

as his chilling voice rumbled. 

“Devil Emperor Jarrocks!” General Darte stepped into the air from behind and looked at the mid-tier 

devil emperor from a distance. 

Seeing that General Darte was restraining the other party, Wang Teng continued controlling his tornado 

toward the devil moth dark apparitions without any qualms. 
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Since there was nothing stopping it, the devil moth dark apparitions couldn’t escape. 

A powerful suction force surged out from the tornado, pulling the devil moth dark apparitions in one by 

one. 

Roar… 

The devil moth dark apparitions roared in agony. They struggled and flapped their wings in panic like a 

drowning person. As long as there was hope, they wouldn’t give up. 

Unfortunately, it was all in vain. They couldn’t resist the pull from the tornado and fell into death’s 

embrace. 

The martial warriors behind cheered when they saw this scene. 

All their frustration and hatred toward the devil moth dark apparitions was vented. They felt 

exhilarated. 

It was as if they had killed the devil moth dark apparitions personally. 



“Young man, you’re looking for death!” 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks bellowed in anger. He was enraged that Wang Teng still dared to attack after he 

appeared. 

“Come and bite me!” Wang Teng hooked his fingers at Devil Emperor Jarrocks. He didn’t back down. 

He had faced heaven-stage martial warriors and universe-stage martial warriors in the past. Thus, even 

though he couldn’t defeat this mid-tier devil emperor, he wasn’t afraid. 

General Darte: … 

He glanced at Wang Teng speechlessly. 

Why do you have to hide behind me when you’re teasing Jarrocks? 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks glared at Wang Teng, killing intent burning in his eyes. He wished he could tear 

Wang Teng into pieces. 

“You want to bite me, but you can’t. Are you angry?” Wang Teng asked. “It’s useless. You can’t bite me 

anyway. Bleh…” 

General Darte: … 

Everyone: … 

They never knew that Wang Teng was so cheeky. 

Erm, was it alright to anger a mid-tier devil emperor? Wasn’t he afraid of getting beaten to death? 

As expected, Devil Emperor Jarrocks was infuriated. He roared and disappeared on the spot, turning into 

a beam of black light and shooting over with immense pressure. 

His target was Wang Teng. He wanted to kill this irritating human! 

“Oh my, so fierce! General Darte, I’ll leave this dark apparition to you.” Wang Teng flew away in a flurry. 

General Darte felt like cursing. The muscles on his face twitched uncontrollably. 

This fellow was creating trouble for him! 

He was the one who provoked him, but he had to pay the bill. 

General Darte felt wronged. 

He didn’t dare to belittle Devil Emperor Jarrocks and quickly dashed forward to receive the attack. 

It would be a catastrophe if this mid-tier devil emperor went past him. No one behind could stop it, and 

all the martial warriors would be exterminated. 

“Move!” Devil Emperor Jarrocks fumed. 

“I won’t. Come and bite me!” General Darte didn’t flinch. He stared at Devil Emperor Jarrocks 

provokingly and teased him. 



Silence. 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks’s face turned black. 

“He’s copying me!” Wang Teng felt the corners of his lips twitching, not expecting General Darte’s reply. 

The martial warriors at the third frontline were all speechless. They almost fainted. 

Was this General Darte real? 

He was the commander of the third frontline, a reputable character. Why was he learning such strange 

things? 

Boom! 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks couldn’t bear it anymore. A glaring black glow shot out from the giant ax. He 

hurled it straight at General Darte. 

Ax battle techniques were strong and heavy with an unstoppable force. They were hard to resist when 

launched at a close distance and could be considered a lethal attack. 

Besides, the devil armor dark apparitions were known for their strong physique and strength. Their ax 

attacks were definitely more powerful than others. 

“Kill!” 

General Darte’s expression changed slightly. However, he remained resolute and wielded his enormous 

blade with a loud shout. 

Boom! 

When the blade and the ax collided, a scary Force residual swept through the battlefield. Some low-rank 

dark apparitions couldn’t evade in time and got struck by the impact. Their bodies exploded. 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks didn’t care. The death of these low-rank dark apparitions was nothing. 

“All martial warriors, retreat!” General Darte shouted. 

The martial warriors closer to him hurriedly withdrew out of the radar. They didn’t want to be too close 

to the center of the battle. 

Those low-rank dark apparitions served as a warning. 

“Soft-hearted!” Devil Emperor Jarrocks mocked General Darte with a sneer. 

“What do you know!” General Darte snorted. A blinding yellow blade glow congregated around his 

blade. He pointed it at the sky. The blade glow expanded to a hundred meters in length before he 

slashed it down. 

“Take my blade!” 

The yellow blade glow was dense and thick. There was the outline of a mountain in the sky when it was 

hurled out. It pressed down on Devil Emperor Jarrocks along with the blade glow. 



There was a powerful Strength of Ultima instilled within this blade attack. 

General Darte didn’t hold back. He used his tenth-level Strength of Ultima instantly. 

Devil Emperor Jarrocks squinted. He didn’t dare to underestimate his opponent either because he felt a 

tinge of threat from the blade glow. 

“Devil Dragon Ax!” 

He gave an angry roar. Then, he raised his battleax and chopped it down three times in the sky. 

A powerful dark Force swept out with the Strength of Ultima merged into it. It turned into three gigantic 

devil dragons that flew toward the blade glow. 
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Boom! 

The devil dragons opened their humongous maws, attempting to break the blade glow with their jaws. 

But the blade glow remained as sturdy as a mountain. It remained firm and strong even under the 

combined attack of the three devil dragons, pressing down gradually inch by inch. 

Wang Teng was astounded when he saw their battle. 

Powerful! 

The battle between two heaven-stage characters was outrageously powerful. 

Even a heaven-stage martial warrior who possessed spiritual power, someone like An Lan, wouldn’t 

have much of an advantage. 

Was this the ability of the martial warriors on the battlefield? 

Wang Teng sighed in his heart and shifted his attention away. He continued controlling the tornado to 

sweep through the battlefield. 

A large-scale attack was extremely useful during a war. 

Low-rank dark apparitions got sucked in and minced up. It saved the martial warriors’ effort. 

The Dark Venom Dust was absorbed too. 

The sky started to clear out. Before this, it was a little dark and dim due to the Dark Venom Dust. 

Without the restraint of the Dark Venom Dust, the martial warriors’ ability rose two to three levels, be it 

their speed or execution of Forces. 

Kill! 

Kill! 

Kill! 



Everyone slaughtered the dark apparitions around them. The depressing atmosphere was gone, and the 

morale was high. 

With a smile, Wang Teng started collecting attribute bubbles. 

Many attribute bubbles were dropped when the devil moth dark apparitions were killed. 

These attribute bubbles didn’t disappear. They were spinning in the tornado. 

Wang Teng could pick them up easily. He released his spiritual power into the tornado and all the 

attribute bubbles flew toward him 

Constellation Force (Dark)*2300 

Constellation Force (Dark)*2600 

Celestial Realm Spirit*300 

Dark Venom Dust*150 

Celestial Realm Spirit*200 

Dark Venom Dust*280 

Devil Transformation*350 

… 

All kinds of dark element attribute merged into Wang Teng’s body and mind. They became a part of him. 

Instantly, Wang Teng felt his constellation dark Force strengthening. He went from the beginning of the 

ninth-level planetary stage to the peak. 

Constellation Dark Force: 81000/90000 (planetary stage ninth level) 

Wang Teng was overjoyed when he saw his attributes panel. He only needed 9000 more points for a 

breakthrough to the celestial stage. 

This speed was amazing! 

He also received 5600 points of spirit, making the spiritual power in his consciousness purer and 

stronger. 

Then… 

Dark Venom Dust: 1200/8000 (small achievement) 

He received a huge number of Dark Venom Dust attributes. It soared right through the specialized stage 

to the small achievement stage. 

Wang Teng felt that he could execute the Dark Venom Dust promptly now. His mastery was no lesser 

than a devil moth dark apparition. It might even be higher than them. 

Then, there was the devil transformation. He received 2400 points of it, raising it by a large number. 



Devil transformation: 7700/10000 (big achievement) 

But it was already at the big achievement stage, so it was harder to reach the bottleneck. He needed 

more accumulation. 

Wang Teng wasn’t in a hurry. He didn’t need it. When he did, his devil transformation should be at the 

perfected stage already. 

Beside these attributes, Wang Teng also picked up some Devil Armor bubbles from the tornado. 

After all, the unlucky devil armor dark apparition got sucked in and chopped into pieces. Only his 

attribute bubbles were left. 

Devil Armor: 1800/3000 (well-versed) 

He gained 600 points of Devil Armor, but it wasn’t enough to break through. 

I need to kill a few more devil armor dark apparitions. Wang Teng touched his chin. He stared 

dangerously at the devil armor dark apparitions who were fighting with the human martial warriors. 

Walk the dark apparitions’ path so that they couldn’t walk on it! 

The defensive ability of the Devil Armor skill was powerful. If he could raise it, it would be of great help 

to him. 

The devil armor dark apparitions shivered. They felt a menacing intent dawning on them. 

They didn’t know what happened, so they glanced around them, worried that someone was ambushing 

them. 

The martial warriors beside them took the chance when they were distracted and attacked them 

furiously. 

“Make way, make way!” 

A voice was heard from afar. 

Both the humans and the dark apparitions were stunned. Then, they felt a strong gale buzzing in their 

ears. They immediately knew what was happening. 

They turned back. As expected, the tornado was making its way here. 

The one who shouted just now was Major Wang Teng. 

The expressions of the human martial warriors changed. They hurriedly jumped to the side, afraid of 

getting sucked by the tornado. 

They knew that Wang Teng wouldn’t attack them, but what if they accidentally got sucked in? That 

wasn’t fun. 

“???” 

The devil armor dark apparitions were flabbergasted. They turned and ran away without any hesitation. 



F**k, that human is here! 

Even the devil emperor was sucked into the tornado. They would be crushed if they didn’t escape. 

Run… hurry up and run! 

Wait! 

Why aren’t we moving?! 

A few dark apparitions suddenly realized that they couldn’t move. Moreover, they seemed to be inching 

backward. 

 


